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a loop in powerQuery to get an individual's company history from where user_id is a company. Here's the query that I have
written: let Source = Json.Document(Web.Contents("")), ReturnList = Table.FromJSON(Source) in ReturnList This retrieves
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RIAA has long challenged the labels of the songwriters that recorded them, claiming it owns the rights to their music. However,
a new study released by the group, suggested that songwriters and recording artists can maintain their music after the label’s
have been allowed to collect royalties. The research, conducted by academic Dr. Steven A. Meyers, uncovered the top
songwriters and their contributions to the top 100 most downloaded records from 1985 to 2015. A total of 425 records were
analyzed for the study. The results showed that, in the cases where a single writer was responsible for the song, they received an
average of 80 percent of the royalties. In the cases where multiple songs on a record were written by the same writers, writers
received about 12.5 percent of the royalties. There were 15 instances in which the songwriters were credited with two songs (or
more) on a top 100 record. In those cases, the writer received an average of about 5 percent of the royalties. “I was surprised by
how a low contribution rate could skew the average,” Dr. Meyers said, reported by Music Week. “It turns out that in the top 100
[records] the top songwriters receive 40 percent of the royalties, which can easily be described as ‘very good royalties,'” he
added, using sarcasm. “So it’s not a surprise that writers don’t like the results.” In addition to the contribution rate, the study also
took into account the songwriters’ talent level, their 82138339de
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